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Julius is alive! (english Translation of the review)
There are a couple of facts set in stone concerning tube amplifiers, as for example that a
tube always needs an output transformer to drive the speaker. That’s almost every time
right – except in this case.
The magic word is “OTL” and stands for “Output Transformerless”. There are still some more
constructions of this kind in the market going this rocky way with more or less good results.
The most important question is: Why at all do you want to get rid of the transformer?
On one hand it has the favourable characteristic to bring the high voltage of the tubes down to
a suitable degree for the speaker and at the same time providing electric current.
But this attribute also has its price: The output transformer delimitates the bandwidth and
produces diverse types of distortions – things that can really spoil the day for a HiFi
enthusiast.
There are certainly ways today to create transformers who do not suffer from this problems
that much and additionally you can find mechanisms that compensate electrically for the
faults of the output transformers. But in the mid fifties, when the story of our propositus took
its beginning, the technique was not that developed and aside from that, Julius Futterman
dealt with a completely different problem: Good transformers were really expensive and
therefore he wanted to cut them down. The idea of the American engineer succeeded while
his constructive approach was not that inventive: He just took power tubes, which could
produce as much energy as possible, and would shunt as many until he could convey a
reasonable performance to a normal and dynamic speaker. Adequate tubes could be found in
television receivers and were available in big quantities. On paper, the idea looked good.
The first commercial realization of the concept, however, took place after the passing of
Futterman (1979) through “Gizmo” Harvey Rosenberg and led to modest success in the
market. Particularly the Quad electrostatic speakers were a centre of attention. Connected, the
amplifier was praised to create marvellous sound. Harvey Rosenberg died in 2001 and with
him the serious application of the OTL concept by Futterman.
Until now! In the year of 2008 the instrument came back and justifiably to say: It is better
than ever! This is due to the fact that somebody eliminated some critical weak points and
created in this respect a stable and marketable version.
This “somebody” is Dr. Burkhardt Schwäbe. Over the years he forcefully demonstrated that
he is willing and able to affix a seal to this and that in the world of good sound.
Remember the “Fine Arts” line by Grundig in the eighties? With the beautiful tube
preamplifier in gilded metal chassis with free standing tubes and excellent processing – an
instrument that did not seem to fit in the concept of Grundig at that time.
Down to the present day this machine is highly sought-after. It was developed under the aegis
of Dr. Burkhardt Schwäbe and was a passably effective attempt of Grundig to gain reputation
in the high end segment. Burkhardt Schwäbe was also engaged in other areas of the economic
system. He worked for Sennheiser and meanwhile as a journalist in this profession. Having
passed the chair as managing director of a rather known telecommunications company in
2004, he turned his passion into business and set up his own company which dealt in the
beginning just with the restoration of classic HiFi components. The dream of an own
amplifier was still alive, and here it is, by now as the second release. The amusement has its
price: The “EternalArts OTL MK2” changes hands for 9,500 Euro, but it is completely
manufactured in small series in Germany – something like that is worth its price.
The Futterman-incarnation by Schwäbe differs in some points from the original:

It looks really nice, is posh manufactured, does not make any noise, does not hum and does
not perish sudden deaths- which mostly damage the speakers as well. In short: it works!
Finally!
The original circuitry by Julius Futterman contained some trip hazards which turned the
operating of the instrument in a kind of gambling and the point-to-point connected
construction was enormously critical. If you bent away one condenser from its place in a
careless manner- the whole amplifier would blow up in your face. The later versions by
Harvey Rosenberg, which were built upon printed circuit boards, were better in this respect,
but a few weak points still remained. Burkhardt Schwäbe approached this problem in the right
way by completely displacing the phase inversion stage, which arranges the alternating
activation of the output tubes. The chassis of the EternalArts output stage is tripartite: On the
left and on the right are amplifier boards and in the centre the power supply unit is positioned.
After lifting the two tube covers you can see the amplifiers: For the output tubes there are four
PL519 per channel, made by Siemens- that is one of the famous beam power tubes from
television engineering. By the way, it obtains its anode potential through wire from above,
which enhances considerably the importance of the cage over the tubes. Beside the four
output valves there are two glass plungers: one pentode of the type EF184 takes over the entry
stage amplification, the revised phase splitter is actualized with an ECC82.
It all works on a solid board, which is provided with thick gilded pcb tracks.You can expect
that the layout was less simple than it looks like.
The power supply of the instrument is adopted by a huge transformer in special design with
not less than ten secondary windings. The four big electrolytics are sealed to choke
resonances down. The construction occurs on a glossy, black powder-coated chassis. The
front is not inevitable gilded as you can see on the test object. It is also available in chrome
and a white gold front is also going to be released.
One of the two knobs at the front turns on the instrument, the other is a volume control. And
at the back? A couple of cinch inputs and speaker terminals – nothing more is needed at a
power amplifier. You might ask yourself if it does work out. Is it possible that two parallel
television tubes without output transformer are able to get normal speakers going? Yes, it iswhen you attend to a couple of things. Low impedance speakers are the wrong partner for this
amplifier. By proper eight-ohms boxes, already 30 watt will be present at the terminals and
that is more than entirely sufficient. With four ohms nothing dramatic happens either, but the
sound will noticeable soften and in parts somewhat strained.
However, if everything fits, the OTL is going to reveal sound impressions of highest quality.
It sounds open and free and in no way like tubes – only like a really good amplifier. It is
dashing and fast and perfect with respect to timing. In the mid-ranges it is getting actually a
bit cheekily and agile – it will set free adrenaline while you are listening to the music and has
consequently nothing to do with a comfortable tube sound. The imaging of the room is more
deep than wide, with a good staggering of specific events. You will recognize if speaker and
amplifier harmonize: The boxes will totally disappear acoustically, however, in consideration
of this performance you do not have to worry that this amplifier concept is going to disappear.
Great champion!
Below the line:
It is justifiable to ask why the concept of Futterman was not earlier blossom into something
like this. Connected to the right speakers- there are many present- the amplifier plays really
fast, firm, subtle dissolving and direct.

